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VACANCY ANNOUNCEMENT PEACE CORPS MEDICAL ASSISTANT OPEN TO:



All Interested, Qualified Candidates



POSITION:



PEACE CORPS MEDICAL ASSISTANT



DUTY STATION:



Rabat,



TARGET START DATE:



April 2020



SALARY LEVEL: An annual gross salary of 252 016 MAD (negotiable within a predetermined range based on selected candidate’s verifiable salary history and experience), based on 40-hour work week. The US Peace Corps offers an attractive, competitive package including CIMR, CNSS, Health and Disability insurance, Annual Leave and other benefits. Applicable withholdings will be made from the personal services contractor’s gross salary for CNSS and CIMR contributions, health/life/disability insurance, and all applicable tax obligations as imposed by government authorities.



DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS: Sunday, February 16, 2020 POSITION SUMMARY The United States Peace Corps seeks a qualified individual to serve as a contracted PEACE CORPS MEDICAL ASSISTANT (PCMA or MA). The target start date for the selected candidate will be April 2020 (subject to candidate’s background clearance process). The selected candidate for the PCMA position will be located at the Peace Corp Morocco Health Unit (HU) in Rabat. The (PCMA) is responsible for administrative and organizational aspects of the provision of medical care to Peace Corps Volunteers (PCVs) serving in Morocco. Duties include administrative, logistic, clinical assistance and volunteer support. The position is backed up by the administrative assistant for nonclinical duties. The PCMA must maintain strict medical confidentiality when dealing with all oral or written medical information related to volunteers and trainees. The PCMA works under the guidance of the Peace Corps Medical Officers (PCMOs) and reports to the Country Director (CD) for administrative issues. The PCMA will have a typical work schedule of 8:00 am to 5:00 pm, with a one-hour lunch period, Monday – Friday. The PCMA is also expected - or may be required - to be available on an ad hoc basis with the performance of his/her duties outside of normal office hours, or to assist the PCMOs during any emergency or other situations that require the PCMA’s assistance. One or more candidates may be selected from this advertisement, based on need and availability of funding.



MAJOR DUTIES & RESPONSIBILITITES (A full description of all duties will be listed in the PCMA’s Statement of Work):



SUPPORT TO THE HEALTH UNIT The Medical Assistant coordinates responsibilities directly with the PCMOs. The MA must adhere to confidentiality regarding PCVs’ medical issues and possess excellent interpersonal and administrative skills. Clinical Support  



Serves as chaperone for PCMO during medical examinations and procedures. Performs clinical privileges as approved by the Medical Director/OHS, which may include clinical tasks such as taking vital signs, administering immunizations, performing laboratory tests, etc.  Responsible for sterilization of equipment. Administrative Support  



Receives phone calls and takes messages when PCMO is unavailable. Places and returns telephone calls for the Health Unit, including scheduling, modifying, and canceling appointments in coordination with PCVs, PCMO and others, such as consultants and laboratories.  Follows-up on outstanding consultant and laboratory reports, ensuring this information is relayed to the PCMO for review.  Drafts correspondence such as letters, memos, fax covers, etc. at the request of the PCMO to consultants, PCVs, laboratories, hospitals, etc.  Routes incoming correspondence to PCMO, stamps and files correspondence.  Utilizes PCMEDICS, as trained, to document clinical care given, and to assist the PCMO and backup provider in the delivery of and documentation of PCV health care.  Responsible for scanning, labeling, uploading and filing all documents into PCMEDICS after PCMO review, ensuring three identifiers are on each document.  Prepares envelopes and packages, including laboratory samples and medical supplies to be sent to PCVs, to the training sites and to other destinations, and forwards them to the appropriate administrative staff for delivery.  Responsible for photocopying health forms, medical presentation materials and other related documents.  Responsible for requesting office supplies and materials for use in the Health Unit.  Regularly updates the list of medical facilities and medical service providers under the instruction and oversight by PCMO.  Assists PCMO in reviewing the Volunteer Health Handbook given to PCVs during Pre-Service Training (PST). Updates medical facilities and medical providers’ addresses, contact information, and any other information required in this Handbook.  Manages the health information material in the Health Unit available to PCV, stocking brochures, pamphlets and books. Keeps a detailed list of all books and media materials loaned out.  Responsible for receiving and registering all medical bills submitted by PCVs and local medical service providers. Submits bills to PCMO for approval, verifying name of Volunteer, date of services rendered, and that services were requested by PCMO.  Keeps updated files of all medical bills presented by PCVs and others.  Maintains VIDA with up-to-date information regarding PCVs out of site for medical purposes.  Uploads PCV passport face pages and visa pages into PCMEDICS, monitoring regularly to assure accurate and current information.  May be designated as a Sub-cashier to support the health unit. Adheres to applicable cashier policies and procedures as a Sub-cashier.  Travels to volunteers’ sites or other locations in Morocco - as may be required – to support Peace Corps Pre-service Training and other events throughout the year. Medical Supply Duties



         



Ensures an adequate supply of disposable materials, maintains internal medical inventory, and keeps PCMO informed. Responsible for updating internal medical inventory system (as determined by the PCMO) when medication/supplies are delivered, dispensed and destroyed. Assists the Acceptance Point Clerk (APC) when medical supplies are received. Provides documentation to the Medical Supply Inventory Control Clerk (MSICC) on receiving, dispensing and disposing of specially designated medications and controlled substances. Keeps an accurate control of the expiration dates of all medicines and alerts the PCMO of upcoming expired medications. Removes expired items from the pharmacy and logs all items scheduled for disposal. Responsible for organization and shelving of Health Unit supplies. Assists PCMO with PCV medical supply requests. Prepares draft orders for medical supplies, with PCMO guidance, based on needs, historical data, and inventory availability. Assists the PCMO in ordering medical supplies from PC/HQ and local/regional vendors. Maintains files, according to fiscal year, of all ordering, receiving and dispensing documents in compliance with TG 240: Medical Supplies and Equipment. Assists PCMOs in the monitoring of the medical supplies budget.



MINIMUM REQUIRED QUALIFICATIONS Education: Required to have a minimum of a recognized Nursing degree Prior Work Experience: Minimum two (2) years of relevant medical/health work experience - in the medical or healthcare sectors Computer skills: Working proficiency with Microsoft Office (Word/Excel, etc.) with ability to learn and effectively utilize other Peace Corps internal systems, including PCMEDICS. Language Proficiency: Proficiency in French with an excellent level (high – advanced) of English proficiency to effectively support English-speaking volunteers. Status/Minimum Requirement: Either a citizen of Morocco or residing in Morocco at the time of application with required valid residency and work permit for Morocco. The Peace Corps may give first preference to Moroccan citizens. 



 



OTHER DESIRED ABILITIES AND SKILLS



Must exhibit good judgment, courtesy, respect, tact and the proper protocol when interacting with Peace Corps’ staff, volunteers, vendors, visitors and other members of the public. Must possess a positive attitude with the skills and knowledge to perform the job under general instructions with limited direct oversight. Demonstrate a genuine spirit of teamwork with a positive attitude, personal flexibility and excellent work ethic to support the Peace Corps mission. Possession of a valid driver’s license with two or more years of actual, practical driving experience is desirable Experience working with Americans or other foreigners in a medical context.



ATTENTION ALL APPLICANTS - IMPORTANT REQUIREMENTS – READ CAREFULLY For consideration, all applicants must complete all instructions below: Include and confirm in their Resume/CV that they: 1. Have a minimum of two (2) years of relevant experience in the medical or healthcare sectors – so this is clear to the evaluators when reviewing CVs/Resumes



2. Indicate in their CV/Resume if they are either a) a Moroccan citizen or, if a non-citizen b) currently residing in Morocco with valid residency and work permit for Morocco 3. Indicate in their Resume/CV their level of verbal/written English proficiency (for example: beginner, intermediate, advanced) 4. Describe in their CV what types of computer skills they possess and their level of working proficiency in these applications. 5. Submit a brief Cover Letter and Resume/CV in English. These must be type written. 6. Submit all materials by the closing deadline Applicants who do not provide the required information on their Resume/CV will not eligible for further consideration. PEACE CORPS’ SELECTION AND HIRING PROCESS WILL BE CONDUCTED AS FOLLOWS: A. Peace Corps will initially evaluate resumes received based on the information submitted on the paper materials B. After this step, Peace Corps will select various candidates and ask them to provide verification of 1) their Moroccan citizenship or valid residency/work status in Morocco and 2) verification of their valid, recognized Nursing degree. Subject to the PCMOs preliminary evaluations, applicants may also be given further verbal and/or written assessments of their level of written/verbal English proficiency or other practical tests to evaluate the candidate’s demonstrated knowledge/skills with healthcare or medical procedures. C. Following these steps, final candidates will be identified and invited for a personal interview with a selection panel comprised of the Peace Corps Medical Officers and staff members. D. Later, a final candidate will be chosen and notified of Peace Corps’ hiring decision. (Note: The award of a contract to the selected candidate, and their actual start date, will be contingent on a favorable background check and process.) Both Cover Letter and Resume (CV) must be type written in English emailed by closing deadline to: [email protected] Please include the title of the position for which you are applying in the subject line of your email. Due to the high volume of applications received, we will only contact applicants who are being considered. All experience, skills and qualifications will be verified. Award of a contract is contingent on a favorable security background check. The United States Peace Corps is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
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Volunteer Visa Instructions - Peace Corps 

1 juil. 2018 - If a field is not listed you should leave it blank. If you make a mistake on your visa application, please fill out a new one. The embassy will not ...
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Volunteer Visa Instructions - Peace Corps 

16 oct. 2018 - Date, place & country of birth: Input your date of birth (e.g. 01 Mar 1961), city and country of ... Leave questions 11-14 blank. 15. Reason for ...
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Announcement 

The Management is pleased to announce the appointment of Encik Kamil Khalid. Dato' Mushir Ariff as Chief Executive Officer, Mahkota Technologies Sdn.
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Aners2011_First Announcement 

Oct 27, 2011 - The objective of the Symposium is to review challenges and opportunities faced by ... series of invited talks in a single-session, panel format and feature leading experts in the field. The ... Willard Dodds (General Electric).
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JOB ANNOUNCEMENT 

(2) Curriculum Vitae. (3) Names and contact information for 2 references. Applications should be sent by e-mail to [email protected]. For inquires.
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Peace 

Gm7. C7. BMaj7. Cm7 5 F7 9 B Maj7. Bm7. E7. AMaj7 AMaj7/G F m7 F m7/E. E m7 5. D7 5. D Maj7. Cm7 5. B7 5. B Maj7. 1. Peace. Horace Silver.
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N 38 - Peace, Peace 

(Peace, peace, peace on earth,. And good will to all. This is a) This is a time for joyâ€¦ (This is a) This is a time for love... Now let us all sing together,. Of peace ...
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announcement - short-track.net 

Regulations for Starclass Competitions Saison 2004/2005. For the StarClass you must ... STAR CLASS Ladies under or equal 1.43.000 on 1 000m. Seniors and ...
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final announcement - IFLA.ORG 

a free pass to use the metropolitan area's public transportation network (buses, metro, trains and trams). .... most items such as the IFLA Mailing List, a Pre-Congress News- ..... Please be certain to submit your email address when registering.
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final announcement - IFLA.ORG 

18. Library Visits. 19â€“25. Congress Tours. 26â€“28. General Information A-Z. 29â€“31 ...... officers and soldiers during the periods of Swedish and Russian rule in the 18th and .... following international ATM and credit cards: Visa, Visa Electron,
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FIRST ANNOUNCEMENT - GFPP 

high throughput screening, chemical modifications, heterologous production, protein hydrolysis... Bioinformatics applied to antimicrobial peptides: databases ...
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corps et chamanisme essai sur le pluralisme medical dbid 1a7xo 
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Peace Train 

C G C . F. C. F. Now, I've been happy lately, thinkin' about the good things to come. G Am. F. G F. And I believe it could be; something good has begun.
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job announcement - ECON @ TU Wien 

(2) Curriculum Vitae. (3) Names and contact information for 3 academic references. (4) 1 or 2 writing samples or publications (if available). Applications will be ...
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medical anthropology medical anthropology 

It's the scientific study of past human culture and behavior, from the origins of humans to the ... A field which studies the evolution, distribution, and functions of human language in relation to human culture, society, cognition, and experience.
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Drive DeVilbiss Integration Announcement 21.03.16_FR 

Cette fusion rÃ©sulte en grande partie d'une demande de nos clients. Bien que Â«Drive MedicalÂ» ait acquis Â«DeVilbiss HealthcareÂ» l'annÃ©e derniÃ¨re et mÃªme si ...
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corps sculptes corps pares corps dbid 7i32 
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"Croissance PEACE 2016" 

député, rapporteur spécial à l'aide publique au développement et. Ludovic EMANUELY, président de l'ONG Croissance PEACE vous invitent le 27 juin 2016 à ...
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Peace Agreements Digital Collection - United States Institute of Peace 

Oct 23, 1991 - territorial integrity and inviolability of other States; b. ... independence of any State, or in any other manner inconsistent with the purposes of.
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Peace in Every Step 

them no matter which side they were on. in the face of this suf- fering .... group of other students left, taking up residence at a temple in ... During the second World War, Japan had invaded the country ..... thich nhat hanh was also developing a g
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PEACE UPON ART 

And going beyond observation, I would even say that art incites a more ... vision and a discourse, I am the one who creates an opening to what is beautiful.
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unicef - DME for Peace 

This document contains a compilation of sample survey questions that can be used as a reference when developing data collection tools to measure PBEA programme outcomes linked to social cohesion, resilience and peacebuilding. The pool of sample quest
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Comfort, Services and Peace 

The Phnom Bok hotel is happy to welcome you in its peaceful loca- tion. Each room is nicely arranged and fully equipped (bathroom, A/C,. TV cable, mini-bar, ...).
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employee wellness program announcement examples dbid 71cc 
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